**Image Quality Labs, Inc.** announces new hand tremor simulator (HTS) system for testing digital camera image stabilization performance in mobile devices

September 10th, 2014

**Research Triangle Park, NC** – Image Quality Labs announced today a unique product newly available for digital camera image stabilization testing in mobile devices. The hand tremor simulator (HTS) will allow you to precisely select the frequency and amplitude of the tremor (vibration) so that the image stabilization implementation can be tested and evaluated.

“This hand tremor simulator is design specifically for mobile devices with cost and robustness in mind. There is no other 2-axis system existing in the marketplace at this price point and quality level”, said Jason Cope, President of Image Quality Labs.

The HTS can be configured to operate in both domestic and global markets and is controlled with a windows based PC. The user interface allows configuration of the simulator for various vibration profiles and custom arbitrary waveforms.

More information about this product can be found on the company website at the following link:

**About Image Quality Labs**

Image Quality Labs provides testing services, consulting, and products for optimizing digital image quality. With a state of the art testing facility, Image Quality Labs assists customers with camera testing needs to assure image quality with unbiased 3rd-party benchmarking and testing.

Image Quality Labs testing procedures offers objective and subjective measurements of how well an imaging system performs across a variety of standard image quality metrics, which can be used to compare imaging systems and components. They conduct independent assessment of digital imaging systems, using industry standard analysis and metrics while also providing subjective assessments, to deliver comprehensive detailed product benchmark and comparison reports.

**Contact**

sales@imagequalitylabs.com
Office: (919) 294-8421
http://www.imagequalitylabs.com/